Newspaper Articles Worksheet

Searching

Your research topic is ________________________________________________________

Newspaper database you selected is ____________________________________________

Search for *newspaper articles* about your topic.

- List some possible synonyms or related terms for your topic.
- How many articles were found? ___________

Within your final results, select a *newspaper* article and examine the citation information.

- What is the name of the newspaper? ________________________________
- What is the headline? ____________________________________________
- Who is the author? ________________________________________________
- Where is this newspaper geographically located? ______________________
- On what page of the newspaper did the article appear? _________________

Search for *newswire articles* about your topic.

- How many articles were found? ___________

Within your final results, select a *newswire* article and examine the citation information.

- What is the name of the newswire? ________________________________
- What is the headline? ____________________________________________
- Who is the author? ________________________________________________
- Where did the article geographically originate? _______________________